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AMERICA AT WAR 

The Climactic Year Begins 

By Hanson W. Baldwin 

FOR the American forces in Europe the winter just past was 
a time of dogged though indecisive fighting, but even more a 
time of preparation, a preface to the great campaigns of 

1944. In the Pacific, the major strategic offensive by the United 
States which started with our move into the Gilbert Islands in 

November recorded its first great advance in February with the 

capture of the Marshall Islands, an operation which will long be 
studied as a model of amphibious action. 

Despite the continued military gains registered by the United 

Nations, the winter was on the whole marked by anxious antici 

pation. There was intense propagandistic activity on both sides 
and much political manoeuvring. Although 

? or perhaps be 
cause ? the military situation in Europe was rapidly drawing to 
a climax, the political situation was by no means firm. The 

passage of time made evident that the Moscow and Teheran 
conferences had not settled the basic political issues which 
threatened to produce schisms between Britain, Soviet Russia 
and the United States. Russia's actions during the winter months 
indicated that she was determined to pursue a "spheres of in 

fluence" policy. She did not bar international collaboration. 
She nevertheless continued to develop two parallel and different 

foreign policies 
? 

the one based on, or leading toward, coopera 
tion, the other based on, or leading toward, a sort of ideological 
imperialism. As she showed herself rather intransigent both in 

word as well as in deed, and as the Russian Armies advanced 
further toward the West, Britain commenced to cast about for 
some means to offset this new growing power in Europe. The 
Smuts speech, carrying implications of a new foreign policy for 

Britain, was a straw in the wind of official British thinking. To 

many it suggested that Britain, too, would revert to the prewar 
policy of regional spheres of influence. 

In other words, by the beginning of 1944 power politics was 

again being 
" 

waged" in Europe and rivalries between the United 
Nations not only threatened the winning of the peace but were 

influencing military strategy. The r?le assigned the United States 
seemed to be that of acting as a bridge between Russia and 
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Britain. We were already finding this difficult and thankless, and 

in the opening phase 
we had already shown that we were not 

particularly adept at playing it. 

Although the international political picture was in general dark 

during these months, there came flashes of brighter vistas. For 

example, the great differences that had for so long marred the 

work of the French Committee of National Liberation and pre 
vented the creation of a united French movement against Fascism 

were, by early 1944, in process of gradual resolution. Out of the 

fires of resentment and argument a French government was 

coming into being in exile, and on the training grounds of North 

Africa and the battlefields of Italy a new French Army 
? 

hard 

fighting and competent 
? was being born. 

Not as much could be said of the Italian political situation. 

Contrary to our wildly exaggerated and over-optimistic expecta 
tions, the Italians proved to be of little practical military value.1 

The principal characteristic which marked them was apathy. In 

the Balkans the political situation was volcanic. Bulgaria, shaken 

by Allied bombing and connected by Pan-Slavism to Russia, 

grew more restless with each Russian advance to the West. 

Hungary, also, was war-weary. Jugoslavia 
was 

seething. In 

Northern Europe, Finland, as these lines were written, was con 

tinuing to fight but showed signs that she would welcome any 

way out of the war short of unconditional surrender and her 
elimination as a 

sovereign 
state. 

With the advent of spring, then, and as the time for the climac 
tic operation of our whole European strategy drew near, the Old 

World seemed to be, politically speaking, in a condition where 

literally anything might happen. But not merely might political 
events affect military strategy. Conversely, 

a 
sharp military 

re 

verse for either side might set political avalanches moving. 

11 

It was for reasons such as those indicated, including its in 
fluence upon the general political and psychological situation, 
that the battle of the Anzio-Nettuno beachhead in Italy, which 
still rages as these lines are written, assumed such importance. 

Neither side, in a time like the winter of 1943-44, could afford a 

heavy reverse. For the Allies it would be a severe moral blow, 
1 On the contrary, many of them were joining Graziani's neo-Fascist puppet army in Northern 

Italy. Also, Italian saboteurs against Germany were conspicuous by their absence. German 

retaliation, in the form of the execution of hostages, which had proved ineffective in countries like 

France, Norway and Jugoslavia, worked wonders in Italy. 
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perhaps entailing even a sharp revision of their preconceived 
grand strategy for 1944 and probably lengthening the war. For 

the Germans it would add another ? 
perhaps the final ? straw 

to the great burden of defeat and retreat which was now exerting 
a crushing weight on her own shoulders and those of her satellites. 

The beachhead battle in the flat coastal land 30 miles south 
of Rome started as a bold Allied attempt to break the virtual 

stalemate which had gripped the mountain warfare in Italy since 
soon after the capture of Naples on October 1, 1943. Initially it 

was highly successful. 
The attempt had seemed long overdue. After our first land 

ings at Salerno many observers had expected us to progress up 
the Italian coast by a sort of amphibious "leapfrog" procedure, 
successively outflanking the German positions across the penin 
sula by means of our control of the sea and our air superiority. 
But they had reckoned, first, without a continuing shortage of 

landing craft, which at the beginning of the year 1944 was one of 

the few material bottlenecks in the Allied armaments program. 
And they had not considered the campaign in Italy in the per 

spective of grand Allied strategy. After the capture of Naples and 

Foggia, and after the Teheran conference of December 1943, 

Italy became a secondary theater. 
Our remaining objectives in Italy were to capture Rome 

? of 

combined political, psychological and military importance 
? and 

to hold down as many German divisions as we could. We were 

trying to accomplish them with as limited a force as possible. 
Some officers have criticized this as "piddling." But it was wise, 
for our main effort was clearly to be made in Western Europe. 

This does not, however, explain German tactical and technical 

superiority in various types of operations and in various kinds of 

weapons, e.g. the "Nebelwerfer," or six-barrelled rocket launcher; 

it does not explain the misuse and wastage of our highly-trained 

specialized parachute troops and Rangers; it does not explain our 

lack of cavalry (we had to improvise some after the start of the 

campaign), or the use of inadequately trained replacements, or our 

failure to employ specially trained mountain troops or to use tanks 
in force in every situation where they could be employed. 

After the capture of Naples and a limited advance northward, 
the Allied advance bogged down in the rain-soaked valleys and 
snow-crested Apennines along a line roughly paralleling the 

Garigliano and Sangro Rivers. At the nearest point, this line lay 
some 80 airline miles from Rome. The Germans took full advan 
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tage of the great defensive possibilities of the rugged terrain. 

They tunneled and dug into the rock, and defied ousting. Their 

strength in line or in immediate reserve soon amounted to some 
io or 12 divisions. The Allies slowly built up their strength to an 

estimated 13 to 16 divisions, including one or more French 
divisions under General Juin which came into action late in 1943. 

When the Allies reached the outposts of the.main German de 
fensive positions 

? 
called, along a part of the front, the Gustav 

Line ? 
they progressed only slowly and painfully, yard by yard, 

hill by hill. This was the war primarily of the infantryman, the 

little-glamorized but ever-glorious "doughboy." Hand grenades 
and bayonets, mortars and light automatic weapons were our 

principal arms. Our artillery was plentiful, but perhaps because 
of more precise German knowledge of the terrain it seems to have 
been less accurate than that of the Germans. Tanks were not 
used as often or as advantageously as they might have been. The 
execrable mountain weather of an Apttinine winter mired the 
armies in mud. The battle in those mont?is of November, Decem 

ber, January and February was a struggle of endurance. Divisions 

stayed in line for weeks on end. Men half*stumbling with fatigue, 
who had seen most of their officers killed or wounded and a good 
percentage of their comrades casualties, were "relieved" by 
other weary men, red-eyed and haggard. When the full history of 
this war is written, the Battle of Italy may loom as only a small 

part of a great drama. But in it, even more truly than in North 
Africa or Sicily, the American soldier was true to his traditions. 

The Anzio-Nettuno operation which started on January 22 

attempted to break this mountain stalemate and open the road to 
Rome. It had been planned as long ago as the preceding October 
but had been delayed primarily because of the shortage of landing 
craft (there were other reasons also), and secondarily because of 
the limited forces available. Also, preliminary operations had to 
be carried out along the Garigliano-Sangro line before the new 
beachhead could be established. 

The British Eighth Army, fighting on the Adriatic flank, 
forced a crossing of the Sangro in late November and December, 
and advanced to within 12 miles of Pescara, the terminus of a 

trans-peninsular highway to Rome. Together the British and 
Americans won Mignano, reached the banks of the R?pido River 
in the center, and on the Tyrrhenian Sea flank probed across the 

Garigliano. But by mid-January the line was still virtually 
stalemated. On the east flank, the Canadians were bogged down 
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around Arielli; and the Americans were still trying to break into 
the southern approaches of the Liri Valley, commanded by the 

mountain town of Cassino. 

Five days before the first troops landed near Nettuno, 30 miles 
south of Rome and just north of the Pontine Marshes, the Allies 

began a simultaneous attack along the entire Italian front from 
the Garigliano to Arielli. The Canadian attack on the Adriatic 
flank was a holding attack; the British struck sharply on the 

Garigliano, and forced their way across; but the main effort was 

made by the Americans ? 
by the 34th and 36th Divisions ? 

across the R?pido River and toward and around Cassino. This 
main attack against the so-called Gustav Line made some prog 
ress; and to meet it Field Marshal Kesselring, the German 

commander, transferred to the support of the six German 
divisions already in line three Nazi divisions which had been in 
reserve near Rome ? the 3rd, the 29th and the 19th Panzer 

Grenadier Divisions. 
The general Allied attack was accompanied by an air blitz 

directed at German airfields and communications. It was con 

centrated in the Rome area, but also extended as far as northern 

Italy and southern France. This blitz temporarily blocked rail 
roads and some roads leading through Rome toward the southern 

front, and seems to have put six out of seven Nazi airfields near 

Rome temporarily out of operation. German headquarters near 

Frascati were smashed, and when our first troops got ashore 
near Nettuno, some 50 miles north of the trans-peninsular front, 

they encountered virtually no opposition. 
The beachhead battle developed slowly. Our troops were 

landed and supplied chiefly across open beaches, for the ports of 
Anzio and Nettuno, seaside resorts and fishing villages, are tiny. 
They gradually expanded their beachhead, and pushed inland 

toward, but not across, the Appian Way, a main supply route of 
the German forces fighting on the Garigliano-Gustav line in the 
south. Despite the slight opposition, our movements were sluggish. 

Apparently no serious attempt was made to cut the Appian Way 
or to establish positions in the Alban hills inland which would 
command that important highway. We expanded and consoli 
dated our beachhead, but we made no attempt to use it as a 

springboard for offensive operations against the enemy's army, 
his line of communications, or Rome. 

Our seeming over-cautiousness in developing our favorable 

opportunity can be partially explained. In the first place, we were 
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not established in any great strength. According to the Germans, 
we had built up our strength in the beachhead area to about six 
divisions by February 10. Secondly, the beachhead was initially 
intended as a diversionary move, not as the hammer, but the 
anvil. Our main blow was to come from the south. Our expecta 
tion was that our threat to the German rear would force the 

withdrawal of Nazi units from the Gustav line and thus permit a 

break-through at Cassino into the Liri Valley. Apparently that 

break-through was expected to occur shortly after the beachhead 
was established; at any rate, our attacks on Cassino gained in 
fierceness at the time our 

troops went ashore at Nettuno. 

The beachhead operation was successful in forcing the Germans 
to switch some of their strength from the Gustav line to the 

Anzio-Nettuno area. Elements of the same three divisions that 
had moved down from Rome, plus units from the front facing the 

Eighth Army, were pulled back toward Nettuno. But the German 
command took as few troops as possible out of the Gustav line 
and the expected break-through there did not occur. 

A grim fight ensued both around Cassino and in the Anzio 
Nettuno beachhead itself. Americans broke into and took part of 
the town of Cassino, and edged yard by yard into its shattered 

buildings in seventeen days of grim fighting; but the Nazis coun 
terattacked continuously. At the beachhead, bad weather handi 

capped our air power and rendered supply and re?nforcement of 
our troops over the open beaches difficult. At one time, a 6o-mile 

gale roared above the armies locked in combat. 
As time went by, the Germans were able to build up their forces 

opposing our exploitation of the beachhead. First, they "con 
tained" it; then, seizing the initiative, they commenced to attack 
it. These attacks mounted in scope and intensity. The Germans 
took back Aprilia and Carroceto, and our beachhead became only 
ten miles deep. Up to the time of writing, however, our re?nforced 
forces had prevented the enemy from splitting the beachhead in 
two. On the other hand, we had failed to cut any of the principal 

German communication lines to the southern front; our entire 
beachhead area was within range of German artillery; and we 
were still forced to supply our troops over open beaches, handi 

capped by wind and weather, under fire of Nazi guns. 
This epic struggle reached a peak about February 15 to 21. 

Despite our air attacks against enemy lines of communication, 
the Germans succeeded in re?nforcing greatly their forces in 
southern Italy. Some nine divisions of a new German 14th Army 
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under Field Marshal August von Mackensen were concentrated 

against our beachhead. Nine others, forming the Tenth Army 
under General Heinrich von Vietinghog, held the Gustav line 
further south. About this time, New Zealand and Indian divisions 

were brought into the Cassino front from the Eighth Army flank 
to support the mauled American divisions in the Fifth Corps. The 
first attacks of these troops were successful; but German coun 

terattacks then won back most of the gains. At the time of writing 
the issue was still in doubt.2 

These fierce struggles in Italy are clearly of more than local 
Italian significance. The Germans have had to call upon available 
reserves to increase their strength in southern Italy; and to match 
this increase there is little doubt that we were forced to call into 
action divisions possibly earmarked for other operations. Thus 
the strategic plans of both sides have been somewhat affected. To 
both sides a local victory was of great importance. The Germans 

required one badly for political and psychological reasons, as well 
as on purely military grounds. The Allies could not afford a re 
verse on the eve of the invasion of Western Europe. Both sides, 
therefore, knowing the stakes were high, exerted great efforts. In 
a sense, the battle in Italy became a test of ultimate strength. 

Despite our air superiority, there was little doubt that the Nazis 
could re?nforce their forces in the Anzio-Nettuno region faster 
than we could re?nforce ours because of our lack of a good port. 

Thus, if the Nazis had the divisions to spare, they could hope, in 

time, to overwhelm us by numbers. If they did not do this it was 
because their manpower was stretched thin. The Anzio-Nettuno 
beachhead was a kind of Tobruk. Its dramatic possibilities for 
either side were still to be fully exploited; and for both sides it 
held elements of great danger. 

The strategy and the tactics of this phase of the Italian cam 

paign invited many questions. First, if we were attempting to 
conduct the Italian campaign as a secondary operation and did 
not wish to earmark enough strength for the Anzio-Nettuno 
beachhead to exploit it properly, why was it attempted at all? 

Second, once it was attempted, why did we not exploit to the 
fullest possible extent our early tactical surprise? Why, specifi 
cally, did not American troops, at nearly any cost, push across the 

Appian Way and establish gun positions in the Alban hills ? Even 

* American casualties in the Italian campaign (exclusive of the Anzio-Nettuno battle and the 

later stages of the Cassino struggle) totalled 25,665 
? 

3>707 killed, 16,510 wounded, 5,448 missing 

(most of the latter prisoners). British Empire casualties in the same period were 36,626. 
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though the main effort was to come from the south, through 
Cassino, even though the Anzio-Nettuno beachhead was intended 
in large part 

as a diversion, such a move ? 
more 

surely than any 
other that could have been made ?would have forced the Ger 

mans to pull back troops from the Gustav line and would have 
aided the break-through at Cassino. Third, why was the attack at 
Cassino made with such limited superiority of force? Why did 
the Allies wait three to four weeks before switching troops from 
the static Eighth Army front to assist at Cassino? 

In this phase of the Italian battle, there seems to have been a 

definite lack of boldness, a failure to observe the primary military 
principle of concentration of effort, and a lack of flexibility, per 
haps incident to the changes of command in the Mediterranean 
and in Italy. 

in 

In western Europe the winter period was one of preparation, 
organization and aerial softening-up. 

The long-anticipated changes in the high command to make 

ready for the forthcoming invasion of Western Europe were an 
nounced after the Cairo and Teheran conferences. At one time it 
had been definitely decided that General George C. Marshall, 

Army Chief of Staff, was to be appointed as Supreme Allied 
Commander. The decision to retain him in his post of usefulness 
in this country was finally made at Cairo, following the Teheran 
conference. It was based on objections to a shift in General 

Marshall's position made by high-ranking American military and 
naval officers as well as by Congress and the public, and also on 
the fact that no final agreement could be reached with the British 
as to the scope of his projected power. 

In these circumstances, General Dwight D. Eisenhower, the 
successful Supreme Allied Commander in the Mediterranean, was 

appointed Supreme Allied Commander in Western Europe. Other 

key appointments were as follows: Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur 

Tedder, t)?puty Supreme Commander; General Sir Bernard L. 

Montgomery, Commander of British ground forces, Western 

Europe; Lieutenant-General Omar N. Bradley, Senior Com 

mander, U. S. Army ground forces, Western Europe; Air Chief 
Marshal Trafford L. Leigh-Mallory, Commander of all Allied 

Expeditionary Air Forces; Major-General William O. Butler, 

Deputy Air Commander; Air Marshal Sir Arthur Coningham, 
Commander of British Second Tactical Air Force; Major 
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General Lewis H. Brereton, Commander of Ninth U. S. Army 
(Tactical) Air Force; Admiral Sir Bertram Ramsay, Naval Com 

mander; Rear Admiral Alan G. Kirk, Commanding U. S. Naval 
Task Forces in the invasion; Lieutenant-General Carl A. Spaatz, 
Commander, U. S. Strategic Bomber Forces; Air Chief Marshal 
Sir Arthur T. Harris, Commander British Strategic Air Forces; 

Major-General James H. Doolittle, Commander, U. S. Eighth 
Air Force; Major-General William Bedell Smith, Chief of Staff to 
General Eisenhower. 

Other appointments not directly in the invasion forces but of 

great indirect importance were those of General Sir Harold 
Edmund Franklin as Commander-in-Chief of British Home 
Forces and of Air Marshal Sir William Sholto Douglas as Com 
mander of the RAF Coastal Command. Major-General John 
C. H. Lee, who had headed the U. S. Army supply services in 

England, was appointed Deputy Theatre Commander, under 
General Eisenhower, of the European Theatre, a position which 

put him in charge of all rear area and supply installations. 
As a result of these changes the Mediterranean command was 

also altered. The Eastern and Western theatres were amalga 
mated under command of General Sir Henry Maitland ("Jumbo ") 
Wilson, while Lieutenant-General Jacob L. Devers, who had 

formerly commanded in Britain, was appointed his American 

Deputy. General Sir Harold R. L. G. Alexander was appointed 
Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Central Mediterranean Forces 
and of all Allied forces in Italy. Lieutenant-General Mark W. 
Clark continued to command the Anglo-American Fifth Army 
and Lieutenant-General Sir Oliver Leese took over from General 

Montgomery the command of the British Eighth Army, operating 
on the Adriatic flank of the Italian front. Lieutenant-General Ira 

Eaker, shifted from command of the Eighth Air Force in Britain, 
assumed command of all air forces in the Mediterranean area, 

with Air Marshal Sir John C. Slessor, formerly in command of 
the British Coastal Command, as his deputy. Admiral Sir John 

H. D. Cunningham, of the British Navy, retained the Mediter 
ranean naval command, with Vice Admiral Henry K. Hewitt, 

American, in command of American naval forces. 
Some of these selections occasioned surprise. It had been gen 

erally expected that General Alexander, rather than General 

Montgomery, would receive the highest British command. But 
General Montgomery received the command for the same reasons 
that the Germans chose Field Marshal Erwin Rommel to head 
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the Nazi anti-invasion command. Both have had a great public 
"build-up," both are popular figures in their own countries, and 
both have the confidence of the enlisted man. In other words, 

they were selected for psychological as well as military reasons. 
Details of command and organization were being ironed out 

during the winter. England became a tremendous armed camp as 

hundreds of thousands of troops and much equipment poured into 
the island preparatory to the great culminating operation of the 

European war. It had been generally assumed that the invasion of 
Western Europe would occur in spring or early summer. But 

some doubt was cast on this by the February speech of Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill, and it seemed possible 

? at the 
time of 

writing 
? that massive bombardment of Germany might 

be continued for some months. 

During the winter the bombardment of Europe by Allied 

planes continued and increased in intensity, despite the bad 
weather. There were several significant developments: 

1. The use of secret bomb-aiming and navigational devices by 
U. S. Army Air Forces permitted the bombardment of unseen 

targets through overcasts and clouds. This meant that attacks 
continued on many winter days when precision bombardment 

would have been impossible under previous conditions. Occa 

sionally some of these "blind" attacks achieved almost precision 
results; but in considerable measure the new development meant 
that American daylight bombers, like British night bombers, were 

frankly attacking area or city targets. 
2. A tremendous increase in the American air strength in 

Britain permitted raids by 800 or more heavy bombers. For 

example, 2,000 heavy bombers and escorting fighters struck on 

February 20 at eight important German centers producing air 
craft for the Luftwaffe. February was the biggest month in the 

history of American air operations over Europe. 
3. Our percentage of losses in day bombardments decreased to 

less than the RAF percentage in night bombardment, due to the 

great increase in our numerical strength, which was more than 
the German defenses could match, and the use of long-range 
escort fighters. 

These persistent and furious attacks by day and by night un 

doubtedly reduced German production, devastated German cities 
and impaired German morale, but there was no evidence that 

Germany had been hurt vitally. Although we are probably "over 
the hump" in the air war, the German air opposition still con 
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tinues very strong. The figures for American operations in this 
theater during the winter months were as follows: * 

Tonnait of Bombs Dropped U. S. Bomber Losses German Planes Claimed 

November. 7,670 93 257 
December. 12,000 167 330 

January. 11,789 (approx.) 175 545 ( ?) 

The above figures represent the tonnage dropped by the 
Bomber Command of the Eighth Air Force and do not include 

bombing raids made by all the American medium and fighter 
bombers based in Britain. If these were included, the sorties flown 

by American planes and the bomb tonnage dropped exceeded, for 
certain weeks and months during this period, the corresponding 
figures for RAF aircraft based in Britain. But all statistics for air 

fighting are liable to considerable error and all statements based 
on them must be qualified. Different methods of keeping records 
account for some of the confusion; Washington and London 
accounts 

rarely agree. 
A target which received particular attention during the winter 

months was the so-called "rocket-gun coast" of northern France. 

This new German weapon has not as yet been tested in battle, 
but its threat is taken seriously both in London and Washington. 

The specific objectives of the forays into northern France have 
not been publicly revealed, but they must have included rocket 

launchers, power houses and other installations. The new German 

devices, which probably will not be used until the eve of the 

invasion, are believed to be rocket-powered bombs, with wings. 
They probably are not radio-controlled, but rather are launched 
from fixed launching tubes which can be "aimed" against a 

specific target, such as a large city. If these devices were erected in 
sufficient quantities they might be able to pour into a city like 

London many more thousands of tons of explosives than the 

greatest bombing armada could carry. Probably such rocket 
bombs can "fly" for well over 100 miles, but their accuracy is 
limited. Whatever the efficiency which they may reveal, the mere 

3 
Up to January i, 1944, the RAF and the U. S. Eighth Air Force together had dropped more 

than 330,000 tons on Germany since the start of the war. Of this total, the U. S. Eighth Air Force 

dropped more than 50,000 tons in 1943 alone. The U. S. Eighth Air Force made 64,000 offensive 

sorties during 1943, lost not quite 1,000 heavy bombers, and is believed to have destroyed 4,100 
Nazi fighters (this claim seems excessive to the present writer). Its losses (in action) amounted to 

less than four percent of its heavy bombers. In addition, the Northwest African Strategic Air 

Force and the 15th Air Force, operating in the Mediterranean, dropped 74,000 tons of bombs on 

Axis targets in 1943. Most of these targets were short-range ones, but a few really strategic bomb 

ings against southern Germany and Balkan targets, particularly against Sofia, had political and 

psychological as well as military results. 
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threat of them has already affected our bombing campaign by 
diverting much of our strength from the business of bombing 
Germany to northern France. Some of the installations in north 
ern France may, of course, be fake, designed to accomplish that 

very purpose. However, the threat must be taken as real. 

During January and February the Nazis struck back against 
London. Their forces were not large 

? 
generally less than 100 

bombers ? but they pressed the attacks home and caused some 
casualties and damage. In a raid of February 18-19 enemy planes 
penetrated British defenses more effectively than usual, dropping 
strips of tinfoil to jam the British radar, probably the same trick 

they employed in their raid against Bari in Italy. 

IV 

The war against the submarine continued satisfactorily during 
the winter. One American troopship was lost with 1,000 men, in 
an unannounced area at an unannounced date. On the whole, 

however, there were few ship sinkings as a result of enemy sub 
marine operations. More ships were lost from marine accidents 

during four months of the fall and winter than from enemy sub 
marine action. But there continued to be a great need for shipping 
as our armies overseas 

expanded, and there was an increase in 

ship sinkings from other causes ? 
mines, glider bombs, bombs, 

shellfirc, motor torpedo boats and surface craft ? in the course of 
our preliminary operations against the coast of Europe. 

v 

The tempo of the Pacific war increased tremendously during 
the winter months. Indeed, the invasion of the Marshall Islands, 
the second great step in our major strategic offensive in the 

Pacific, was so successful that our schedule was advanced by 
about two months. 

The invasion of the Marshalls followed our move into the 
Gilberts in November 1943. The feature of that operation was the 
historic Battle of Tarawa, in which the assault battalions of the 
Second Marine Division suffered heavy losses but which led to 
the capture of the atoll in 76 hours. Thereafter, airfields were 

developed at Tarawa, Makin and Abemama, and planes of the 

Army's Seventh Air Force and of the Navy's Fleet Air Wing Two 
commenced to "soften up" Japanese air bases in the Marshalls. 

Far to the south, simultaneously, forces under General Douglas 
MacArthur moved across Vitiaz Strait into New Britain Island. 
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They established extensive beachheads at Cape Gloucester on the 
western tip, where the First Marine Division got into action 

again for the first time since Guadalcanal, and also on the south 
coast. Meanwhile, on Bougainville, in the Solomons, our patrols 
operating from our beachhead had penetrated across the island to 
the east coast. A little later another amphibious hop was made 
to the Green Islands, north of the Solomons, off the coast of New 

Ireland, site of the important Jap base at Kavieng. General 
MacArthur said this move signified the virtual entrapment of 

22,000 Japanese troops left as isolated garrisons in the northern 
Solomons and meant the virtual end of the Solomons campaign. 

This remained to be seen. Nevertheless it was true that both 
Rabaul and Kavieng were now blockaded from the air, to a lesser 
extent by sea, and were subjected to virtual daily bombardment. 

The two bases are no longer of significant importance in the 

Japanese scheme of defense in the Western Pacific. 
What was probably the greatest combat fleet that has ever 

sailed the seas moved into the Marshall Islands on January 31 

February 1 under the command of Admiral Raymond A. Spru 
ance. Said to total 2,000,000 tons of fighting ships and transports, 
this armada steamed directly against Kwajalein, an atoll in the 

western string of the Marshalls. It probably included as many as 
a score of aircraft carriers, and many battleships, both old and 
new. Divided into task forces, these ships made simultaneous sea 
and air attacks upon all of the principal Japanese bases in the 

Marshalls. These attacks, on top of weeks of bombardment from 
land-based planes, smashed Japanese air power in those islands. 

No air interception by the enemy was encountered until we 

reached Kwajalein, and only about two submarine contacts were 
made. The degree of tactical surprise achieved at Kwajalein was 

almost unbelievable. Evidently the enemy had expected us to 
strike at the eastern rim of the islands. 

The total garrison on the various islands of the atoll was appar 
ently under 10,000 

? 
perhaps less, and at any rate not so 

large 
as we had expected. The most heavily defended islands were Roi 
and Namur in the north, Kwajalein in the south. The fortifica 
tions and pillboxes were strong, but not as thick as those on 

Tarawa. In the initial waves of the assault we used many more 

amphibious tractors than we had used at Tarawa and hence our 

troops had less difficulty reaching shore. Furthermore, we first 

put 
men ashore on islands adjacent to those which were most 

heavily fortified, dragged field guns ashore after them, and then 
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to the sea and sky attack added a bombardment from shore 

emplaced field guns. The Seventh Army Divison, veterans of the 

Aleutians, took Kwajalein, and the Fourth Marine Division 

captured Roi and Namur. The attack commenced on February 1, 
and by February 5 the atoll was ours beyond any shadow of 
doubt. Because of our overwhelming force, the long bombard 

ment and the careful preparation, our casualties were relatively 
light 

? 286 dead, 1,148 wounded, 82 missing. The entire Japa 
nese garrison was wiped out except for 264 prisoners. 

Though this great success advanced our Pacific front some 

2,000 miles closer to Tokyo we did not rest upon our laurels. On 

February 18 and successive days the Twenty-second Marine 

Regiment and the 106th Army Regiment took Eniwetok atoll, 
northwesternmost of the Marshall Islands, thus effectively sever 

ing the Japanese air route to the Marshalls and isolating Wake 
Island. The same tactics were followed at Eniwetok as at Kwa 

jalein. An intensive and overpowering bombardment was fol 
lowed by seizure of islands adjacent to the main Japanese strong 
holds. About 2,000 Japanese were wiped out; while our losses were 
about 150 dead and 350 wounded. 

Simultaneously with this blow, land-based bombers struck 

Ponape and Kusaie, Japanese outposts to Truk; while on Feb 

ruary 16 and 17 the largest carrier-task force ever assembled and 
handled as a unit struck directly at that key Japanese base itself. 
In this daring attack we destroyed an estimated 201 enemy air 

craft, 127 of them in air combat, and sank 23 enemy ships, in 

cluding two light cruisers and three destroyers. This was achieved 
at a cost to us of 17 planes and moderate damage to one of our 

ships. Although this raid was a heavy blow to the Japanese sys 
tem of defenses in the Western Pacific as well as to Japanese psy 
chology, it did not accomplish all that had been hoped. Our real 

objectives in Truk were two small Japanese aircraft carriers and 
two battleships which had been reported there by air recon 
naisance previously; but apparently these ships had left before 
our air "strike." 

Following the raid on Truk, elements of the same carrier task 
forces under Rear Admiral Marc A. Mitscher attacked Japanese 
shipping and installations at Saipan, Tinian and Guam in the 

Marianas. On February 22, planes from our carriers, plus anti 

aircraft guns, destroyed 135 enemy aircraft. One enemy cargo 
vessel was sunk, others were 

damaged. Our losses were six planes. 
The victories of February 1944 were of great significance to the 
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whole Pacific war, and that they were recognized as such in Japan 
was indicated by a shake-up in the Japanese high command 
which relieved the chiefs-of-staff of both tne Army and the Navy. 
These victories greatly weakened Japan's Western Pacific posi 
tion; justified the contentions of those who held that carriers, 

properly used, could meet and conquer Japanese land-based 

aviation; and fulfilled the expectations, generally entertained, 
that the Central Pacific route would prove to be the least difficult 

of all the routes to Japan. 
They were complemented by additional operations in the South 

Pacific. On February 29 amphibious forces under General Doug 
las MacArthur's command invaded the Admiralty Islands, 660 

miles south of Truk and seized the air strip there. Elements of the 
First (U.S.) Cavalry Division (dismounted), a part of Lieutenant 
General Walter Krueger's Sixth Army, made the landing. This 
action imperilled the lines of supply of some 50,000 Japanese 
troops in Rabaul and New Britain. 
I These February victories promise some hope for shortening the 

Pacific war. But it must be remembered that our major strategic 
offensive in those waters is just getting under way and that so far 
the Japanese have deliberately avoided action by their main 
forces and have kept their fleet intact. We are not likely to en 
counter the full strength of Japanese resistance until we are much 
closer to Japan. 

In Burma, operations still were of a preliminary and limited 
nature. American and Chinese engineers were 

pushing the Ledo 

Road deeper into northern Burma behind a screen of American 
trained Chinese troops, while British forces engaged in fierce 

fighting for limited gains in Arakan. China was still a secondary 
theater. The ground fighting there is unimportant; our air forces 
are a thorn in the Japanese side, but nothing more. China's 

principal importance today is in diverting a large amount of 

Japanese military and economic strength to garrison, policing 
and military duties. 

As the great campaigns of 1944 open, then, our major military 
objectives are fairly well defined. In Europe, there may be an 
invasion from the West. In the Pacific, we shall neutralize or cap 
ture Truk and carry our amphibious drive on through the Central 

Pacific. The military situations in Italy and Burma, meanwhile, 
leave much to be desired. But it is in the political realm that the 

primary cause for disquiet is found as the war approaches its 
climax. 
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The Crisis 

By Hanson W. Baldwin 

THE spring of 1944 has been a time of preparation. Now the 

preparations are to be put to the test. The invasion of 
western Europe, an operation of such size and peculiar 

complexity that there is probably no analogy to it in military 
history, is imminent as these lines are written. By the time 

they are published, the Allies may be engaged in the furious bat 
tles which will decide at the minimum the duration of the war, 
at the maximum its outcome. This article cannot do more than 
review the events of the final months of preparation and indicate 
the principal factors which the reader will want to keep in mind 
as the invasion unfolds. 

1 

The bulk of the Allied effort during the spring was concentrated 
on the transport of supplies and troops to Britain, and on an air 
offensive of ever-increasing intensity to soften up the Continent 
in preparation for the invasion. Britain was bursting with men 
and equipment. Thousand-plane raids upon western Europe be 
came common. In one week in April, for example, RAF and 

United States bombers dumped almost 30,000 tons of bombs on 

enemy targets. In earlier months we strove particularly to knock 
out plants manufacturing fighter planes or their component parts 
and factories producing roller bearings. The attempt met with 

success, though probably not to the extent estimated by some of 
our most optimistic air officers. Gradually in 

April 
and May 

much of the weight of our air attack was shifted from industrial 

targets to enemy communication centers and enemy airfields. 

Railroad junctions such as Hamm and Cologne were hammered, 
and medium bombers and fighters of the Tactical Air Forces 
smashed at German airfields, at Luftwaffe maintenance and re 

pair facilities, at the rocket-gun coast in the Pas-de-Calais area, 
and at German military positions along the coast. 

Bombers of the Fifteenth United States Army Air Force, 
based in Italy, joined the two-way assault against "Fortress 

Europe" by striking at various Balkan points and at objectives 
in southern Germany and Austria. Their blows impeded the Ger 
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man communications which supplied and re?nforced the Nazi 
armies facing the Russians in the Carpathians and in the neighbor 
hood of the Galatz gap. 

In the Pacific as in Europe the spring was plainly a period of 

preparation for a summer of larger operations. Our successful 

conquest in February of Kwajalein led gradually to the extension 
of our hold over nearly all of the Marshall group of islands. Four 

principal atolls were still in Japanese hands at the time of writing, 
but they were neutralized and "withering on the vine." Strong 

American carrier task forces raided Truk, the Marianas, and 
Palau and Yap, with no losses in ships. The opposition they 
encountered was slight. The highlights of the period were our 
consolidation of the positions we captured in the Marshalls and 
continuous bombing operations to soften up Truk, Ponape, 

Kusaie, and other Japanese Central Pacific positions. 
The remaining Japanese forces in the northern Solomons and 

the Bismarck Archipelago were virtually contained and neutral 
ized by our moves into the Admiralty and Green Islands. General 

Douglas MacArthur was free to press westward along the New 
Guinea coast, and did so with greater naval support than in any 
previous operation he had undertaken. After heavy preliminary 
bombardments of Wewak, Hollandia and other points, strong 
amphibious forces landed late in April near Ai tape and Hollandia, 

New Guinea ? a westward jump of some 415 miles beyond our 

previous positions. This move was covered in part by an Allied 
raid on Sabang, in northwestern Sumatra, in which American 

carriers, British and French battleships and light Dutch naval 
units participated. Part of the Japanese Fleet has been based at 

Singapore, and this foray under the direction of the British East 
ern Fleet, based in Ceylon, was probably intended to distract its 
attention while we were 

preparing 
our move in New Guinea. 

With the coming of the monsoon rains in May the land opera 
tions in Burma drew to an end. Here as in Italy there was a virtual 
stalemate. The Japanese invasion of Manipur State in India was 
a limited success in that it forced Admiral Lord Louis Mountbat 
ten to divert forces from other fronts to oppose it; but it did not 
sever the vital Bengal-Assam railway, and the Japanese lost 

heavily. On the other hand, neither in northern Burma nor in 
Arakan did the Allies accomplish all that they had hoped when 
the fighting season started last fall. Lieutenant-General Joseph 

W. Stilwell had not forged a land route through Burma to China, 
and the British in Arakan were still far from Akyab. Our lack of 
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success and the Japanese invasion of India focused a good deal of 
attention on this theater. Stung by criticism of defects both in 
command and supply, the British gradually began giving more 
attention to the area and concentrated more 

strength there. 

Probably the new plans will bear fruit when the monsoon rains 
end in the autumn. 

The limited nature of our spring operations in the various 
theaters is explained, of course^ by one simple fact: Allied efforts 
in men, shipping, supplies and air power were concentrated on 

preparations for the invasion of western Europe. 

ii 

Our military purpose in undertaking an invasion is obvious ? 

to defeat Germany. But it cannot be accomplished by the 
invasion alone; Allied strategy in Europe as a whole must be 
concerted. Four or more main offensives 

? 
either simultaneous, 

or nearly so ? are therefore to be expected. The invasion of 
western Europe will be one. A Russian smash through Poland, 

possibly with the main effort in the direction of Lwow and Silesia, 
to the accompaniment of another drive toward Brest-Litovsk and 

Warsaw, will be another. This may be correlated with Russian 
drives into the Baltic States and at least a holding offensive in the 

Carpathian passes and the Galatz gap. The Allied operations in 
the Mediterranean area ? 

secondary to the two great drives 

against Germany from east and west ? seem likely, at this writing, 
to include some Commando raids or even landings in the Balkans; 
and renewed pressure on the German armies in Italy may be 

supplemented by an attack in southern France. Fourth, and fi 

nally, Germany will continue to be pounded from the air. 
Those who are optimistic expect these hammer blows to bring 

about Germany's defeat by fall or winter; even pessimists believe 
that she will be unable to continue resistance for more than 12 or 
18 months from the present time. Such hopes, of course, are 

predicated upon the success of the concerted strategy. And the 
success of this concerted strategy will largely depend, in turn, 

upon the success of our invasion of western 
Europe. 

The enemy forces which we shall have to defeat in order to ac 

complish our mission in Europe are still large and are excellently 
trained, well equipped and formidable. The disposition of the 

German land forces today is about as follows: 10 to 12 divisions 
in Norway; 5 in Denmark; 50 to 60 in the Low Countries and 

France; 25 to 30 in Italy; some 200 divisions opposed to the 
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Russians; the remainder in reserve or in the Balkans or garrison 
ing other conquered areas. Today the German Luftwaffe and the 

German Navy are the weakest elements of the German defense, 
which is why the battle for western Europe will start at the 
coast line and not far out at sea. The Luftwaffe is greatly out 

numbered and is spread thin. Allied plane superiority is perhaps 
two or three to one in Russia; eight or ten to one in the Mediter 

ranean; at least two to one and perhaps 
more in western 

Europe. 
But despite the Luftwaffe's numerical inferiority our invasion 
forces will find many planes in the air against them. 

The size of Russia's land forces and the number of troops which 
the Allies have in the Mediterranean and in Britain ready for the 
invasion of western Europe is, of course, a closely guarded secret. 

The Red Army undoubtedly has at least a three to two superior 
ity over the Germans in ground effectives, or possibly a two or 

three to one superiority. Up to the time of writing, only about two 
divisions of the French Army have been in action; yet last fall that 

Army was being organized, trained and equipped on the basis of 
ii divisions. In Britain, the American and British divisions avail 
able for the job of invasion must presumably be ample, yet the 

public should not count upon their enjoying overwhelming nu 
merical ground superiority in the west. Allied strength has been 

dispersed 
? for example, there are some 20 Allied divisions in the 

South Pacific area alone ? and neither Britain nor the United 
States is able to muster in the British Isles the "hundreds" of di 
visions which are supported in Germany and Russia. In compari 
son with the Germans, moreover, we labor under one considerable 

disadvantage. Very few American divisions in Britain, and rela 

tively few British units, are veteran troops, tested and tempered 
in combat. The bulk of the invading forces will be green. But 
those forces will have the advantage of more weapons and equip 

ment than their enemies, as well as of air and of naval superiority. 
What are the logical areas for invasion ? 
Since our over-all military objective is to defeat the enemy 

quickly and conclusively the invasion obviously must be launched 

against 
a section of the western coast near to 

Germany's heart. 

We are striving to strike a mortal blow. Adventures on the 

periphery of Germany's conquered territory will not accomplish 
our purpose. We can therefore rule out most or all of Norway as a 
main invasion area, though quite possibly it may be a theater of 

secondary operations. Denmark has only 
one 

good west-coast 

port and that is too small to support great invasion forces; the 
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Germans could probably hold the neck of the Jutland peninsula 
indefinitely and the configuration of the Danish west coast is 

unfavorable to invaders. Germany's short strip of coast on the 
North Sea is highly fortified and lies behind Helgoland, sand 
banks and other islands; the approaches to it are canalized 

through narrow channels which can readily be mined and 
defended. An invasion here would be a daring and dangerous 
move. Southwestern France is too far from the heart of Germany 
for a main effort and too far from Britain to enable us to supply a 

maximum of air support. The best area for an invasion that will 

accomplish our mission lies between Holland and the Brittany 
peninsula. It is precisely this area, moreover, which is closest to 
our bases in Britain, thus simplifying the problems of air support 
and of supply. And in this stretch of coast there are ports ade 

quate to support an invading army. 
The invasion possibilities of the various sectors of coast within 

this general area may be analyzed further, not in order to predict 
the points of attack but simply to suggest to the reader various 

aspects of our military problem which he will wish to keep in mind 
if the assault does come here. 

Invasion forces landing in the Netherlands would not only 
find good ports at Amsterdam and Rotterdam, but would have 
the advantage that they might outflank some of the strongest 

Westwall fortifications. However, they would have to cope with 
the added hazard of flooding. The Belgian sea frontier is about 

42 miles long, with many sloping beaches well adapted to landing 
operations; but the Rhine and parts of the Westwall would 
constitute added obstacles inland. The portion of the French 
coast from the Belgian border to the mouth of the Seine at 

Havre lies nearest to England. It has beaches suitable for landing 
at severai points, and harbors at Dunkirk, Calais, Boulogne 
and Havre; but armies driving thence toward Germany would 

meet defense lines 0 along the Oise River and through Sedan, 
Verdun, Toul and Epinal, and might have to break through the 

Westwall and cross the Rhine. 
The French coastline west of Havre lies further from Britain. A 

crescent of 20 or more miles of beach in the neighborhood of 
Deauville offers good landing points. Further west, the Norman 

peninsula is rocky and in some places lined with cliffs. It might 
be invaded from both sides simultaneously, and if this move were 

successful it would have the advantage that we would acquire a 

good base at Cherbourg, on the tip of the peninsula. To do this 
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we would perhaps first have to seize the Channel Islands, 
which the Germans hold and undoubtedly have strongly fortified. 
A similar effort to seal off the rocky Brittany peninsula from two 
sides might be made by attacks in the region of Dinan and St. 

Nazaire. Not only would any invading forces landing west of the 
Seine have the disadvantage of operating over longer lines from 

England, but they might encounter greater difficulties inland, for 

they would have to break through the German defense lines along 
the Seine and take the region around Paris before driving ahead 
into Germany. 

Because the part of the coast from Holland to the Brittany 
peninsula is the most favorable for invasion it is more heavily 
defended than any other strip of coast in Europe. Concrete anti 
tank walls, "Element C" (a grillwork barrier of steel and cable), 

pillboxes, guns of all sizes from machine guns to 20-inch howitzers 
and rifles (or perhaps even larger), millions of water and land 

mines, underwater obstructions, turrets moved from the Maginot 
Line and every other kind of fortification that human ingenuity 
can devise are studded thickly on this coast. The Channel tides 
offer another impediment; a 20-foot rise and fall is not unusual 
and sometimes the variation is more than 40 feet. 

m 

What are the principal factors involved in an invasion? Books 
could be written on the subject. All that can be attempted here 
is a simple r?sum? of the known factors involved, with a brief 
indication of the part each must play if the invasion is to be a 
success. 

1. Air bombardment. We must continue our attrition attacks 

upon German industry, but gradually the weight of our air power 
will be shifted to an assault on communications and airfields. 
The heavy bomber forces which have been operating more or less 

directly under the British War Cabinet and the Combined Chiefs 
of Staff will probably have come under General Dwight D. Eisen 
hower's direct command some time before D-Day. The use of 

heavy bombers for the close support of ground forces is difficult 
and usually inefficient, as Cassino showed; a strategic bomber 
force is not a flexible weapon. But we shall have to use these 
bombers to smash enemy communications and to try to break, 
or at least impede, the flow of supplies and re?nforcements to the 
section or sections of the coast selected for invasion. 

2. Airborne troops. The destruction of enemy communications 
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will be in part, also, the job of the airborne troops. They will be 

dropped by parachute, or transported in glider or transport plane 
behind the enemy's coastal defenses. They must cut telephone 
lines, blow bridges and perhaps seize an airfield or a railroad 

junction, holding these points to prevent the Germans from rush 

ing their strategic ground or air reserves to the threatened part of 
the coast. They may also be used in attacks upon the rear of the 

enemy's fortifications. The immensity of the task of landing 
enough airborne troops to be effective can be briefly illustrated. 

To transport one airborne division of some 8,000 men requires 
hundreds of transport planes and hundreds of gliders 

? the total 
is in four figures; yet one airborne division would be a relatively 
small unit in an airborne invasion of western Europe. 

3, Underground armies. French, Dutch, Belgian and other 

patriots may be expected to mobilize their utmost possible 
strength at a concerted signal on D-Day. Their job, like that of 
the air forces and the airborne troops, will be to hamper and cut 

German communication and supply lines, particularly those sup 
plying enemy troops in the invasion area. The resistance forces 
inside the Continent must not be counted upon too heavily; 

Hitler has suppressed them ruthlessly, and the police forces of 

Europe are filled with collaborationists. 

4. Navy. To the British and American Navies will fall the task 
of transporting, supporting, supplying and re?nforcing our inva 
sion forces. The British will carry a preponderant part of it. Op 
erations will probably be both "ship-to-shore," i.e. from large 
ocean-going transports, via landing craft, to the invasion beaches, 
and "shore-to-shore," i.e. by landing craft direct from British 
bases to invasion beaches. Transports will be of many different 

types. Landing craft vary from little assault boats, armed with 
rocket launchers, to great 4,000-ton LST's (Landing Ships, Tanks) 

which can cross the Atlantic under their own power. The magni 
tude and complexity of this effort can be illustrated by two exam 

ples. It requires about 120 normal landing craft to carry only two 
battalions. About 25 big transports and cargo ships are needed for 
one division, "combat-loaded," i.e. ready to disembark fighting. 

Consider, too, just the one difficulty of amphibious operations 
described by Commander R. C. Todhunter, R.N., in a recent ar 

ticle in Britain. He wrote: "If you have a tank landing craft, say 
200 feet long, drawing three feet forward and seven feet aft, the 
keel slopes four feet in 200 feet, i.e. one in 50. On any beach that 
is one in 50 or steeper, the craft will ground bows first in three feet 
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of water; but if the beach is very flat, say one in 200, she will 

ground aft, and there will still be five feet of water at the bow, 
which may be too much for tanks or vehicles to wade." Add to 
such complexities a great rise and fall of the tide, and the prob 
lem of the Navy begins to be seen in perspective. The Navy also 
has the job of reconnoitering and marking the beaches, of remov 

ing mines (up to the high-water mark) and underwater obstacles, 
and of bringing the troops to the specific beaches they are to 
assault. And when the assault begins, naval gunfire ranging in 
size from rockets to 16-inch shells must substitute for the Army's 
field artillery. 

5. The assault troops. The invasion will reveal all sorts of new 

techniques, tactics and weapons 
? 

rockets, special anti-concrete 

shells, detachable gas tanks filled with viscous flaming liquid to be 

dropped from planes, new devices for eliminating mines, etc. 

Amphibious tanks may play a r?le. The timing must be to the 

split second, the plans must be letter-perfect. But nothing will 
substitute for courage, and the assault battalions must be pre 
pared for heavy losses. 

6. Supply. The establishment of a beachhead is not enough. 
If the knockout punch is to be successful our troops must sooner 
or later capture 

a 
port 

or 
ports. A modern army requires some 

thing like a minimum of one to two tons of supplies per man each 
month. Despite the great advance in amphibious technique and 
the development of specialized landing craft which permit the 

unloading of supplies over open beaches, the delivery of such a 
volume of supplies necessitates the possession of a sheltered port. 
But even if we capture ports we shall find them blasted and torn, 
with piers and cranes demolished and channels blocked. 

The mere statement of such problems indicates that the inva 
sion will be the biggest military undertaking in history. 

IV 

There follow, in approximately accurate sequence, the mini 
mum requirements for the establishment of a beachhead on an 

enemy-held coast. The reader can check off those which he knows 
have already been fulfilled. We shall see on D-Day 

? and there 
after 

? 
whether we have made adequate preparations 

to meet 

the others. 

1. We must have sure and detailed knowledge of the topog 
raphy of the coast and of the strength and dispositions of the 

enemy and his fortifications. 
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2. We must have clear-cut sea superiority. In the vicinity of the 
invasion coast we must have sea domination. 

3. In the air, we must have at least localized superiority, if pos 
sible localized domination. 

4. We should have at least a two-to-one 
superiority 

in man 

power and firepower at the selected points of landing. 
5. We must sever or impede the enemy's lines of communica 

tions to the interior, so that he can be prevented from launching a 

tremendous counterattack before the beachhead is really estab 
lished. 

6. We must silence or neutralize the enemy fire ? 
particularly 

the fire from his coastal batteries ? 
along the strip of coast to be 

assaulted. 

7. Our troops must get ashore. 

8. They must push inland beyond the beach. At Dieppe, many 
of the British troops never got further than the beach. At Tarawa, 
the Marines were pinned down to a strip of beach for 24 hours. 

9. The beachhead must be extended sufficiently to put our 

landing craft beyond small-arms range. 
10. It must then be extended so that our landing craft and 

transports are beyond light field artillery range and perhaps be 

yond that of medium artillery. 
Finally, if a beachhead is to be held against German efforts to 

push us into the sea, or if several beachheads are to be coalesced 
into a great beachhead, we must quickly capture or construct nu 

merous airfields. We must quickly capture and put into working 
order a port or ports, and we must then extend the beachhead so 

that our principal supply port is beyond the range of the enemy's 
artillery. 

These are heroic tasks. In the eyes of our High Command they 
are susceptible of accomplishment, or the invasion of western 

Europe would not be undertaken. But we must remember that 

nothing is certain in war. Any military operation, and particu 
larly one so unprecedented as this, is a gamble. There are many 

unknown quantities. Our Army is still relatively untested. The 
exact strength of the Germans and the size of their reserves are 

still question marks. There is little doubt that we can get ashore 
somewhere on the coast of western Europe 

? 
perhaps in several 

places simultaneously. The problem will be to stay there. There 
will be many crises. 

The first crisis, of course, will come in the act of invasion itself. 
The second crisis may come at any time from D-plus-i to D-plus 
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7, when the German reserves immediately available near or rela 

tively near our beachhead are thrown against us in heavy coun 
terattack. This may be the most dangerous moment. It will not 

necessarily come quite so soon; at Anzio it was delayed. Still a 
third crisis may come between D-plus-30 and D-plus-60 when the 

enemy's strategic reserves, perhaps drawn from Germany 
or 

even from the eastern front, come into action. From 7 to 12 divi 

sions, for example, might be shifted from the eastern front to the 
French coast in somewhat more than two weeks. If our troops 

sur 

mount these crises it will be safe to believe that they are in west 
ern 

Europe 
to stay. 

The invasion is the climax of everything we have done hereto 
fore. Failure will be the failure of our entire strategy; success will 

justify it ? our training, our preparations, our plans. The Ger 
mans know the decisive moment is here as well as we do. The 

struggle will be sanguinary. 
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The End Begins 

By Hanson W. Baldwin 

IN the summer of 1944 the American Army came of age. 
The successful invasion of Normandy and the quick cap 

ture of Cherbourg in June meant the negation, in a strategic 
sense, of all Hitler's hopes and marked the beginning of the end 
for Germany. In rapid succession, in late July and August, the 
forces of the Allies broke out from the Cotentin peninsula, 
smashed much of the German Seventh Army, overran Brittany, 
captured Paris and reached the Meuse at Sedan. Simultaneously, 
they invaded southern France. Coupled with great German de 
feats on the Eastern Front, the defections in the Balkans and 
convulsions within the Nazi Reich, these victories put the un 

mistakable stamp of success on an American "amateur army," 
raised, organized, trained and equipped within five years. 

The summer of 1944 was also a season of American triumphs in 

the Pacific. The conquest of the Marianas was almost as 
impor 

tant a milestone in the history of the Pacific war as the invasion 
of France was in the European struggle. In the South Pacific, 
the advances in New Guinea put our forces on the doorstep of the 

Philippines; and in Burma, despite the monsoon, British, Ameri 
can and Chinese forces won remarkable and still growing victories. 

The reactions expressed in Germany in the machinations of the 
Hitler "assassination plot," and in Japan by the fall of the Tojo 
cabinet, were direct reflections of the Allied successes. Both in the 
East and the West the end was beginning to be clearly defined. 

11 

The invasion of western Europe was the greatest and most 
successful combined operation of its type in military history. 
Some 8,000 Allied planes gave direct or indirect support to the 
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landings, and 800 fighting craft, ranging in size from trawlers 
and motor torpedo boats to 16-inch gunned battleships, supported 
an invasion fleet of more than 3,200 transports and landing craft. 

The initial airborne operations involved the landing of three 
divisions by parachute and glider, probably the greatest airborne 

operation 
ever undertaken. In sheer magnitude, there has been 

nothing in the history of amphibious operations to compare with 
the Normandy invasion. 

Some of the superlatives applied to it have been exaggerated, 
however. Far larger and more modern fighting fleets than the 

Anglo-American task forces that steamed across the Channel 
have operated in the Pacific. Many of the techniques of amphibi 
ous war in the Pacific are more advanced than those applied in 
the Bay of the Seine; indeed, our whole magnificent concept of 

amphibious war and combined operations is a product of our 
Pacific experience. Some of the weapons used in the early fighting 

in France were not as new or effective as those this correspondent 
has seen in other theaters and in the United States. Despite some 

pre-D-Day misgivings of this and other observers, nevertheless, 
the forces and weapons employed proved to be more than ade 

quate for the job; the first stage of the invasion was far easier, 
and Allied casualties far lighter, than had been expected. 

German opposition 
was not so strong as foreseen. In retrospect, 

it appears certain that the removal of Marshal von Rundstedt, 
the German commander in France at the time of the invasion, 

was for cause; he had had two years to strengthen the defenses of 
the French coast, and yet until Marshal Erwin RommePs inspec 
tion in the winter of 1943-44 many obvious measures of defense 

were not taken. At the time of the invasion, the beach and coast 

defenses had been considerably improved since the winter, and 

troops had been shifted to the Normandy region. Fortifications 
were still in progress; in one 500-yard strip of beach this cor 

respondent 
saw three heavy re?nforced concrete casemates still 

under construction, and in numerous pastures "Rommel's aspara 

gus" 
? 

heavy wooden posts up-ended 
in the earth to prevent air 

borne landings 
? were in course of installation. 

The German defenses, though formidable, were not so dense on 

D-Day 
as the Japanese obstacles encountered at Tarawa or in 

the Marshalls, in the opinion of this correspondent and of officers 
who had served in the Pacific. But in the Pacific we had never 

assaulted a continental land mass, or a beach dominated by high 
cliffs, as we did in one landing in Normandy. So far, the Japa 
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nese opportunity for counteroffensive has been limited, since our 

naval and air superiority has enabled us to cut the sea-lanes by 
which Japanese insular positions could receive re?nforcements. In 

Europe we attacked a continent and faced the danger that the 

enemy's land-based lines of communication might give him a 
chance to smash our beachheads. His inability to launch that 

large-scale counteroffensive which was so much feared prior 
to 

D-Day has been due to the same factors of sea and air superiority 
that have won us success in the Pacific; of course it was also a 
result of the great Russian offensive, which so threatened the Ger 

man position that the process of shifting troops from east to west, 

actually begun in June, had to be halted and reversed. 
The victories of D-Day and the immediate weeks thereafter 

had their antecedents, therefore, in the months of bitter struggle 
that broke the back of the German submarine campaign, and in 
the great air battles that raged over the Reich in 1943 and 1944. 

Perhaps the most significant date in the history of the air war is 
the week of February 20-26, 1944, when the great bombers of the 

Eighth Air Force dealt a well-nigh mortal blow to the German 
aircraft industry. The limited scale of German air opposition in 

June of 1944 gave it pregnant meaning. The pre-invasion bomb 

ings not only defeated the Luftwaffe, but smashed so heavily at 
German land communications that the enemy's ability to re?n 
force and supply his divisions in Normandy was greatly im 

paired. And after D-Day we dominated the daytime skies so 

completely that the vaunted power of the German Army to 
manoeuvre was also greatly weakened. 

The clue to the victory, then, is to be found partly in the 
months of struggle on the seas and in fhe skies before the invasion 

proper began. It also is to be found in the careful planning during 
that period, and in the wise and skillful leadership of General 

Dwight D. Eisenhower, who fashioned out of "SHAEF" (Su 
preme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces) a cumbrous 
but on the whole smooth-working instrument of Anglo-American 
cooperation. General Eisenhower's friendly but dynamic person 
ality is the key to the success of SHAEF; perhaps no one else but 
"Ike" could so rapidly have welded together such a diffuse and 
often clashing group of personalities and nationalities. In Africa 
he was sometimes described as a figurehead. Occasionally, in his 
effort to emphasize the Allied point of view rather than his 

American nationalism, he has seemed to "bend over backward" 
and to do less than justice to the Americans under his command. 
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But just before D-Day, in one of the most momentous decisions 
of this or any war, he proved his wisdom, his strength and his 

willingness to accept responsibility. 
A study of the weather record in the Bay of the Seine, Nor 

mandy and contiguous areas for the past 45 years had shown that 
there were likely to be two "quiet periods" during June which 

would best meet the various conflicting weather requirements 
of Navy, Air Forces, airborne troops and ground troops. One of 

these, it was predicted, would start on June 5 and might end 
within three or four days; another would start about two weeks 
later. June 5, therefore, was the original D-Day for the operation. 

All the vast fleets in most of the ports of England were loaded 
and ready before that time. But June 4, the day on which many 
of the ships had to leave port, dawned overcast and blustery; 
in one of the south coast ports of England where this correspond 
ent was aboard an invasion flagship the weather was patently im 

possible. A postponement for one day was ordered; a longer delay 
might 

have meant a two-weeks' postponement to the next 
" 

quiet 

period." Such a delay would have had bad effects upon morale and 

might have resulted in a leak to the enemy. Had it actually been 
ordered it would, as things turned out, have put our forces ashore 
in Normandy just on the eve of the great storm which swept the 

Bay of the Seine from about June 19 to 22. The results would al 

most certainly have been disastrous. General Eisenhower's cour 

ageous decision to start the invasion on June 6 despite continued 

unpropitious weather has already received the approval of 

history. 
Pre-invasion bombings had hammered many of the German 

coastal batteries in the landing area from Cherbourg to Le Havre. 
The Germans could not be certain of our intentions, however, 
since two batteries were bombed on other parts of the coast of 
northwestern France in the weeks before D-Day for every one 

attacked in the Bay of the Seine area. The direction of our assault 
was further masked by feints. A small naval demonstration was 

made on D-Day in the Pas-de-Calais area; troops of the American 
Third Army climbed into landing boats in Harwich and other 
British east coast ports, feinting an attack upon the Low Coun 

tries; and in Scotland some Allied planes and troops feinted 
assaults upon Norway. But we wasted none of our 

strength in 

diversionary landings. The full force of Allied might was funneled 

against the Cotentin peninsula. 
The assault and covering forces were divided into two prin 
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cipal task forces 
? a western group, mainly American, and an 

eastern group, mainly British. Admiral Sir Bertram H. Ramsay 
was 

" 
ANCXF" (Allied Naval Command, Expeditionary Forces) 

under General Eisenhower, and though handicapped by the ar 

bitrary division of the waters around the British Isles between his 
own and various British home naval commands, he did a good 
job of coordination. The Eastern Task Force was under Rear 

Admiral Sir Philip Vian, R.N., and the Western Task Force under 
Rear Admiral Alan G. Kirk, U.S.N. The former landed forces 
which were largely British, under the command of Lieutenant 

Scale of miles 

General Sir Miles C. Dempsey; and the latter landed forces 
which were largely American, under the command of Lieutenant 
General Omar N. Bradley. General Sir Bernard L. Montgomery 
exercised the joint ground command (under General Eisenhower) 
for the initial assault period and still retained tactical command 
of all Allied land forces on the date of writing, almost three 

months after D-Day, a considerably longer period than originally 
planned. 

The original landings from the sea were made in four separate 
areas on the Bay of the Seine between the Isles St. Marcouf and 
the Orne River (see above map). Landings from the air were 
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made in three separate areas, extending from the town of Ste. 

M?re-Eglise and the Merderet River (a tributary of the River 

Douve, on the Cotentin peninsula) eastward to the vicinity of 

Cabourg. The assault forces were divided about half and half 
between British and American troops,1 and this proportion re 

mained about the same until 
D-Day-plus-20 when the American 

ratio, as 
planned, commenced to increase. The subsequent 

build-up was largely composed of American troops. The British, 
who have combed out their manpower more thoroughly than we 

have, and have even transferred men from the Royal Navy to 
the Army to provide needed replacements, contributed their max 
imum effort to the reconquest of Europe early. The follow-up 
forces of the invasion had to be largely American. 

The purpose of this article is not to describe the combined 

Anglo-American invasion of the Continent, but rather to outline 
the American part of the operation. But it is necessary to point 
out that the retention of General Montgomery 

as 
ground 

com 

mander well beyond the initial assault phase, when the American 
contribution in men had become far greater than the British, 

was productive of considerable criticism and was a psychological 
and perhaps a tactical mistake. In all operations by Allies there is 
a human tendency for the men of one army to blame the com 

manders of another for their own leaders' mistakes; this is always 
accentuated when the actual tactical command is exercised by a 

foreigner. This tendency was noticeable in Normandy. The 
American Army has a splendid field soldier in General Bradley; 
by its accomplishments and its size it deserved its own leader. 
General Montgomery has been criticized in both the British and 
American press for overcaution. This correspondent subscribes to 

these criticisms, yet must at once emphasize that in the plans for 
the invasion the Americans were assigned the offensive r?le in 

Normandy, the British the defensive. The British were to seize 
and hold the vital Caen area ? the hinge of the whole Allied 

position in Normandy. They did so, and they protected firmly the 
American flank while American troops cut across the base of the 
Cotentin peninsula, captured Cherbourg and subsequently broke 

through into Brittany. 
The first task on D-Day and immediately thereafter was the 

linking up of the various disconnected landings into one great 
1 The actual initial seaborne assault was made by the British in somewhat greater strength 

than our own, due to the more favorable configuration of the British beaches, but we landed two 

airborne divisions as against the British one. 
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beachhead. The western, or American, task force was subdivided 

into two principal assault forces ? one under the late Rear Ad 
miral Don Pardee Moon, which made and supported the seaborne 
assault on a part of the long strip of beach between Quin?ville 
and the mouth of the Douve River; the other under Rear Admiral 

John Leslie Hall, Jr., which made and supported the principal 
American landing between the Pointe du Hoe and Ste. Honorine. 
The naval support forces in the Western Task Force included 
the old but still serviceable battleships Texas and Arkansas, the 

Nevada (reconstructed after she was sunk at Pearl Harbor), the 
cruisers Augusta (flagship of Admiral Kirk) and Tuscaloosa, and 

many American destroyers and miscellaneous craft, in addition to 
British ships. 

The landings started very early in the morning of June 6, when 

parachute troops of the ioist and 82nd American Airborne Divi 

sions, followed later by glider-borne infantry, started dropping 
from the skies near Ste. M?re-Eglise and Carentan, and across 
the Merderet River. The ioist Division was commanded by 

Brigadier-General Maxwell D. Taylor, who made his first para 
chute jump above the dark fields around Ste. M?re-Eglise. He had 
succeeded Major-General William C. ("Bill") Lee, probably the 
finest of our airborne leaders and the "father of American para 
troops," who was taken seriously ill with a heart attack sometime 
before D-Day. The division's operations showed that Brigadier 
General Taylor filled the job ably. 

The mission of the ioist Division was to capture Ste. M?re 

Eglise and to secure the landward approaches to a causeway 
which ran across an area which the Germans had inundated. The 
western American seaborne landing 

was to be made upon the 

beach near this causeway. The paratroopers' mission was suc 

cessfully accomplished, and seaborne troops were able to pene 
trate inland swiftly. The mission of the 82nd Division was to 
seize bridgeheads across the Merderet River and, in unison with 
the ioist Division, to divert and occupy the German 91st Divi 
sion and to prevent it from interfering with our seaborne landings. 

The American 82nd was strung out over large areas when 

dropped; a few of its paratroopers landed outside Cherbourg 
and some came down on the eastern American beach; yet in 

time, aided by increments of the division transported to France by 
sea, it too accomplished its mission admirably. Both airborne di 
visions lost heavily, but the work of both was essential to the 
success of the landings. The glider troops were less successful 
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than the parachutists; many gliders were cracked-up in landing, 
some on "Rommel's asparagus" and others against hedgerows.2 

About 6:30 a.m. June 6, shortly after dawn, while the airborne 

troops were still fighting ashore, the seaborne landings began. 
They had been preceded by a heavy air bombardment, which was 

intended to neutralize, or partially neutralize, the beach defenses. 
Because of a low overcast, however, most of the planes bombed 

"blind," and little damage was done to the beach defenses. But 
the bombardments of the two months prior to invasion, and the 

pre-landing naval bombardment, had neutralized some of the 

enemy's coastal batteries, though by no means all of them. These 

batteries, in 
particular six 155 mm. guns emplaced 

on the com 

manding bluff of Pointe du Hoe near Grandcamp, were especially 
feared; the Navy had calculated that we might have to reckon 

with the fire of as many as 120 enemy guns 3 inches in size or 

larger in the Western Task Force area alone. Opposed to them 
would be at least 200 naval guns 4.5 inches in size or larger. The 
naval gunfire support was particularly effective on D-Day and 
the days immediately following, but in retrospect it seems likely 
that not as many batteries opposed 

us in the invasion area as we 

had expected. AndJi*iany of them directed their fire against our 

landing craft and ? e troops on the beaches instead of against 
our 

shipping. Only 
one American destroyer and some smaller 

combat craft were sunk by enemy gunfire during the assault 

phase. 
The seaborne landing 

on the western American beach was pre 
ceded by seizure of the Isles St. Marcouf by a cavalry reconnais 
sance detachment which met with no opposition. The main land 

ing in the west was made on a strip of low-lying beach, called for 
convenience "Utah beach," in front of the areas inundated by 
the Germans near Ste. M?re-Eglise. A regimental combat team 

of the 4th Infantry Division, Major-General Raymond O. Barton 

commanding, conducted this landing and made good its foothold, 
with relatively light opposition from second-line troops of the 
German 709th Division. The penetration inland was rapid be 
cause of the work of our airborne troops, 

as noted above. 

But in the eastern American landing, on 
" 

Omaha beach," from 
Vierville to St. Laurent, we ran into a hornet's nest. Here the 

German 716th Division, a second-line unit with a considerable 
* The crack-ups were probably due in part to use of British instead of American gliders; the 

pilots were inexperienced in the use of these types in night operations. The results also indicated 

that Americans need better navigation in the use of airborne troops. Other needs are a quick-release 

parachute harness and weapons easily employed by parachutists while still in the air. 
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proportion of foreigners, had been re?nforced some weeks previ 
ously by the 352nd, a first-line division, and some of these men 
were in the beach defenses on June 6. Cliffs 90 to 100 feet high in 
some instances, into which the Germans had tunnelled, domi 
nated most of this beach, and there were only three "draws" 
or gulleys which led up to the plateau. 

The weather made this hard job still tougher. On D-Day morn 

ing it was still rough and some of our amphibian "ducks" 

swamped 
? some with 105 mm. guns and full cargoes in them. 

A number of the troops and landing boats had a hard time in the 
surf. 

The German underwater beach defenses 
? 

four-pronged de 

vices of steel and timber, great timber ramps, steel rails up-ended 
in concrete, mines and other obstacles designed to disembowel 

landing craft ? also caused difficulties. The landings were pur 
posely made shortly after low tide, so that Army and Navy de 
molition parties could 

" 
blow 

" 
these obstacles with specially placed 

hand charges. But the fire from the German beach defenses was so 
fierce that some of the gaps were not immediately blown. The 
assault troops, pinned down to the beaches, took shelter behind 
the obstacles and made the task of the demolition parties even 

more difficult. The tide was rising, and on t at D-Day morning 
the landing on "Omaha" of combat teams from the "Fighting 

First" Division, Major-General Clarence R. Huebner command 

ing, and from the 29th ("Blue and Grey") Division, was behind 
schedule. 

And it was then that leadership, courage and devotion paid 
their dividends. Some men already honored and some who will 
remain forever unsung brought victory from a possible defeat. 

This correspondent inspected Omaha beach on D-plus-2 when 
it was still enfiladed by enemy fire and when the corps command 

post was a ditch on top of a bluff 800 yards inland. It was a welter 
of smashed boats, vehicles and equipment, and some bodies still 
unburied ? a battlefield closely won. It deserves a proud place 
in the memories and traditions of the United States. These men 

who died on Utah and Omaha beaches on D-Day, and those who 
still survive, broke the thin crust of the much-vaunted German 

Atlantic Wall. 

in 

The initial assaults were successful. The immediate objective 
thereafter was to build up the strength of our forces ashore and to 
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deepen and link up our footholds. This phase of consolidation pro 
ceeded rapidly (though behind schedule) despite poor boat han 

dling, some inefficiencies in unloading, arid failure by the Navy to 

employ all pf the available landing craft to maximum advantage. 
It was pressed through enfilading fire, bad weather, rough seas, 
beach obstacles and nightly attacks upon the invasion fleet by 
small numbers of enemy planes, including mine-laying planes 
and, later, one or two 

torpedo planes. 
The ist Division on the left flank of the American front broke 

the resistance of the enemy's 352nd Division and by D-plus-10 
had advanced 19 miles inland to Caumont. At this time, the 
division had virtually no Germans in front of it, and the United 
States 2nd Armored Division was ashore. Some observers felt that 
an opportunity was missed, and that these two divisions might 
have punched inland to threaten the whole German position in 

Normandy. But at that time we were still expecting a strong 
German counteroffensive, our eyes were upon Cherbourg, and the 

ist Division, a hard-fighting, efficient outfit which had driven a 

deep salient into the enemy's lines, was worried about its flanks. 
So the ist was ordered to hold at Caumont, and there it remained 
in a defensive position until about D-plus-45 when it was relieved 
for other operations. 

The ist rapidly connected with the British beachhead to its 

east; and pockets of enemy resistance left behind on the coast 
were cleaned up. At the same time concentric attacks were started 

against Carentan, the town which controlled the communications 
from the eastern to the western American beachheads. Carentan 

fell to the ioist Airborne Division and the 2nd Armored after a 
brief but fierce struggle, and the four separate Anglo-American 
landings became one great beachhead. 

Almost immediately the 9th Division (Major-General Mant?n 
S. Eddy commanding), which in Normandy has proved itself to 
be one of America's finest, and the 82nd Airborne, commenced to 

push westward across the base of the peninsula from Ste. M?re 

Eglise and Pont-H?bert. The peninsula severed, the advance upon 

Cherbourg began, while the rest of the American line remained 
more or less static, except for slight improvements of its position. 
Cherbourg fell to Major-General Joseph Law ton Collins' 7 th 

Corps, then composed of three infantry divisions ? the 9th, 
4th and 79th (Major-General Ira T. Wyche) 

? in a whirlwind 

campaign which was a minor military classic. 

Thus, on D-plus-21 
? somewhat behind official schedule, but 
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nevertheless well ahead of most expectations 
? the new Ameri 

can Army had landed in France, had broken through the Atlantic 

Wall, smashed four to five German divisions, taken thousands of 

prisoners, and by its quick capture of Cherbourg had made our 
foothold in France secure. Cherbourg's capture nullified all 

German strategy for the past 18 months: it meant that Germany 
could no longer hope to throw us back into the sea and that 

Germany's defeat was certain, barring 
a secret weapon of un 

dreamed-of potentialities. 
The next phase of the Battle of France was virtually positional 

warfare. The month of hedgerow fighting that lasted until late 
in July brought some of the bloodiest and bitterest minor engage 

ments ever fought by the American Army. All our divisions and 

many commanders were tried on the testing ground of the Nor 

mandy bocage country 
? terrain endowed by nature with all the 

attributes of defense 
? 

and some were found wanting. Casual 

ties were heavy and progress was by yards. Too often we fought 
terrain instead of Germans; too often we showed overcaution. 

But there were other reasons for the relatively slow progress. A 

great storm swept our supply beaches from June 19 to 22, destroy 
ing hundreds of landing craft, practically cutting off the flow of 

supplies and re?nforcements for a time, and badly damaging the 
artificial ports which Prime Minister Churchill mentioned in a 
recent address to Parliament. Moreover, a fire in the Cotentin 

peninsula destroyed 1,000 tons of badly needed ammunition; and 
a profusion of German mines in Cherbourg harbor delayed the 

opening of that port.8 
The fact that the First American Army had not broken out of 

the Cotentin peninsula and into the northern part of Brittany, 
coupled with all these difficulties of supply, brought a major 
change in our plans. The original blueprint of invasion called 
for a second landing, to be made on the southern part of the Brit 

tany peninsula, near St. Nazaire and Nantes (see map on page 12) 
on D-plus-41. The Brittany landing was now abandoned and all 
our available forces were concentrated in Normandy. 

The inching advance of "hedgerow war" finally gave us jump 
ing-off positions for a break-through offensive. St. Lo was at last 

captured on July 18 by the 29th Division, which had been in ac 
tion continuously since D-Day. 

On July 25 the 9th, 4th and 30th Divisions attacked on an 
B 
Great gallantry was displayed by British divers wearing plastic helmets who went below the 

surface among magnetic mines in attempts to clear wrecks. 
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8,000-yard front, preceded by a very heavy air bombardment 

(which struck some of our own troops). The massed armor of the 
2nd and 3rd Armored Divisions drove through the partial gaps 

made by the infantry, and accompanied by the ist Division 
smashed deep into the German rear areas toward the sea. Cou 

tances, Granville and then Avranches were 
quickly reached, but 

many of the German elements west of St. Lo were not trapped by 
the original drive. General Bradley unleashed more armor, how 

ever, and soon 
spearheads 

were 
running wild across 

Brittany and 

turning toward Paris. Some units drove ahead as much as 40 
miles a day against scant opposition: the Germans had virtually 
stripped Brittany to re?nforce Normandy. This was blitzkrieg, 

American style. The Brittany ports 
? 

Brest, St. Nazaire, Nantes, 
St. Malo 

? were soon invested (at St. Malo, the resistance 

directed by a German colonel, called the "madman of St. Malo," 
was bitter). Then American armor turned inland toward Le 

Mans, which was entered on 
August 9. As one armored spear 

head turned north toward Alen?on, the British and Canadians 
near Caen moved south in a coordinated attempt to encircle the 
German Seventh Army. By August 13 this thrust had moved 
south almost to Falaise, and the encircling American armor had 
reached Argentan. This trap was finally closed, but not until the 

German Seventh Army had extricated most of its armor. The 
12th SS Panzer Division, already badly mauled in prior fighting, 

was virtually destroyed in the Argentan-Falaise pocket, together 
with German infantry and other units. The German casualties in 

this trap were estimated at from 50,000 to 100,000. 
But this escape of the battered Seventh Army, which by mid 

August had been re?nforced by some few elements of the Fif 
teenth Army from north of the Seine, did not free it from danger. 

Another encircling movement was begun, this time by the British 
and Canadians pushing north toward Le Havre and by another 

American armored spearhead pushing west from Evreux. Several 
American bridgeheads were established across the Seine, one at 

Mantes, another east of Paris, as American armor ran wild across 

France. As a result, another sizeable segment of the retreating and 

disorganized Seventh Army was pinned back against the Seine. 
The Army Commander, SS General Hausser, was wounded; 
thousands of vehicles were lost ? strafed by Allied planes or 
shelled by Allied guns. As these lines are written, the battle of 
the Seine pocket is still in progress. Though German losses have 
been heavy, considerable parts of the Seventh Army appear to 
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have escaped across the Seine to join the Fifteenth. From D-Day 
to August 25, however, the Germans had lost in northern France 
an estimated 400,000 casualties; the "meat-grinding" process 

made famous on the Eastern Front was in action in the West.4 

The rush through Brittany and Normandy and the capture of 
Paris were accomplished, under General Bradley's direction, by 
the armor of the Third American Army, operating under Lieu 
tenant-General George S. Patton. This Army formed part of the 
first U. S. Army Group ever to take the field in American military 
history. General Bradley relinquished command of the First ? 

the hard-fighting "break-through" Army?to Lieutenant 
General Courtney Hodges, and assumed command of the group of 
two American armies, called the Twelfth Army Group. This 

group continued to operate under the tactical command of Gen 
eral Montgomery, who in an official announcement on August 21 

was called for the first time "overall commander of Allied ground 
forces." General Montgomery also commanded the Twenty-first 

Army Group, which in August consisted of the Second British 

Army and the First Canadian Army. At the end of the month it 
was reported (though not officially) that General Bradley had 
been given parallel operational status with General Montgomery, 
who was promoted by King George to the rank of Field Marshal. 

As a result of the blows described above, and particularly the 

outflanking operations across the Seine, Paris fell to Allied troops 
on August 24. An American arrnored column moved to 

Troyes, 

threatening to cut France in half. On August 31 the First Ameri 
can Army crossed the Meuse and the Third was reported in the 

Argonne Forest. 

To complete the demoralization of the German defense, Ameri 

can, French and British forces, with seaborne and airborne 

troops, had landed on August 15 along a 100-mile stretch of the 
Mediterranean coast of southern France. Their object was to 

thrust up the Rhone valley and sever communications between 
the Germans in France and those in Italy. The landings were in 
the Toulon-Cannes area, and were made by the Seventh Army 
(Lieutenant-General Alexander M. Patch commanding), com 

4 
Preliminary figures of the cost of the invasion of western France and of the subsequent opera 

tions in Normandy and Brittany were as follows up to July 20, before the big break-through: the 

United States had lost 11,026 killed, 52,669 wounded, 5,831 missing; the British had lost 5,646 

killed, 27,766 wounded, 6,182 missing; the Canadians had lost 919 killed, 4,454 wounded, and 

1,272 missing 
? a grand total of 105,765. Naval losses of the invasion for the United States were 

three destroyers, one destroyer escort, two mine-sweepers, a fleet tug, a transport, various small 

craft, and numerous landing craft. 
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posed of French and American troops, from and supported by a 
fleet of some 800 ships. 

These landings in the south of France had been delayed for 
some time because of differences between the British and the 

Americans as to whether the Balkans or southern France should 
be invaded. They came too late to be of much assistance to the 

major operation in northwestern France or to trap many German 

troops. The German forces remaining in southern France prob 
ably did not consist of more than from seven to eleven divisions of 
the Nineteenth German Army and other formations; and perhaps 
the number was even less. From the start these did not offer much 

opposition, though one of our landing attempts, near Frejus, was 

repulsed.6 Grenoble, Marseille, Toulon and Cannes were taken 
in quick order. Nice was occupied August 31. At the time of writ 

ing, our troops were in control of the southern Rhone valley, and 
most of the passes across the Alps from Italy were in our hands or 
cut by the French Forces of the Interior. These victories in the 

south, supplementing the major strategical successes in northern 

France, clearly meant that all of the country would soon be 
cleared of Germans.6 As August ended the enemy's defense was 

crumbling fast in every part of the west. His armies were still in 

being, however, and it was thought that he possessed secret 

weapons of new types which he would bring into use. 

IV 

The victories in France during the summer were paralleled by 
triumphs elsewhere. In Italy the German positions below Rome 

were finally smashed by overwhelming power on the ground; two 
new American divisions, the 85th and 88 th, bore their burden 

creditably. After the capture of Rome on June 5, the Germans 

fought skillful delaying actions up the length of the peninsula 
to the vicinity of Florence and Pisa, where in late July and early 

August their resistance stiffened as they fell back upon their 
"Gothic line" of fortifications north of Florence. 

The strategic bombardment of Germany from the air con 
tinued. The most important targets during the summer were 

German synthetic oil plants or oil refineries. Allied bases were es 
tablished in Russia and three-way shuttle bombing between 

* 
Preliminary U.S. Army casualties to August 20 in the landings in southern France were 1,221 

killed and missing and 1,754 hospitalized. 8 
The Brittany ports, however, were still in German hands at the time of writing, a fact of some 

concern, since these ports will be needed when the fall gales start. The assault on Brest, garrisoned 
by perhaps 20,000 to 30,000 Germans, started on August 25. 
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Britain, Russia and Italy 
was 

inaugurated. Enemy antiaircraft 

opposition increased, but fighter opposition fell off in effective 
ness. Much of our air effort was diverted to tactical support of the 

ground armies in France, and much to bombardment of the Ger 
man 

robot-plane and rocket 
launching sites in France. 

In the Pacific, during the months of June and July, the 2nd and 

4th Marine Divisions and the 27th Army Division took Saipan 
in the Marianas; and the Marines subsequently took nearby 

Tinian. Guam was captured by the 3rd Marine Division, the ist 
Provisional Marine Brigade and the 77th Army Division. In these 

operations 44,956 Japanese dead were counted and about 100 

military prisoners taken. Our casualties were 4,470 dead, 20,345 

wounded, and 721 missing. At the time of the fighting in the 

Marianas, our Navy and Air Force had a brush with the Japa 
nese Fleet, which resulted in the sinking of four Japanese ships 
and the damaging of ten others. 

Later, American task forces, both naval and air, bombed Japa 
nese bases and convoys in the Bonin Islands; and in August, pre 
invasion bombing of Mindanao in the Philippines started. In 

New Guinea, American footholds were extended to the extreme 
western tip, and the remnants of the trapped Japanese Eight 
eenth Army were encircled and further reduced. 

In Burma, despite the terrors of the monsoon, a mixed Amer 

ican and Chinese force finally captured Myitkyina on August 4. 
And in China, the 14th Air Force supported the Chinese in their 

attempts to halt Japanese drives. New super-bombers 
? 

B-29's ? bombed Japan five times and targets in Sumatra once during 
June, July and August. The ring of steel was closing around the 

Oriental enemy also. 
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